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The new Provider Panel is an enhanced version of the old Provider Panel, with a considerably faster load time. The overall look is clearer
and more streamlined.
The New Provider Panel can be accessed via the blue button in the top bar:
The new Provider Panel has some modifications, and several additions.
Below is a screen shot followed by a comparison list of the old Provider Panel to the new Provider Panel:
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1. Clicking the number in the blue box evokes a drill‐down list, and clicking the “action” (tool) button, evokes the screen in which that
action can be performed. The drill‐down lists all have a PRINT button, and a resident search feature.
2. The first box, formerly known as Active Residents is now called Census/ADTs. This box has additional items: Admissions and
Incomplete Readmissions.
3. Orders Requiring Doctor’s Signature or Nurse Verification now has an additional item related to EPCS: Orders Requiring Nurse
Completion. The number of Monthlies Due is in red.
4. Pending Signature (Inactive) Orders is in its own box.
5. Calendar has an additional item showing the number of Weekly/Monthly Medication Orders.
6. Pending Review has an additional item: MRR Reviewals.
7. The Results and Medical Conditions boxes are now separated more logically, under Labs and Clinical: The Labs box contains
Recent Lab Results, Recent Abnormal Lab Results (new item), Labs Awaiting Results, Radiology Awaiting Results, and Recent
Radiology Results. The Clinical box now contains New Diagnoses, New Allergies, Vital and Monitoring, and PT/INR.
8. Incomplete has an additional item: MRR Reviewals Due.
9. Notifications/Alerts now shows the number of Medications on Hold. A new feature has been added to this box called
Unmatched Lab Orders. This is a tool which allows lab orders with improper resident information to easily be matched to the
proper resident.
10. There is a new Care Plans box containing Care Plan Evaluations, Goals Reviews, and Care Plan Meetings.
11. The new CNA box contains Open (# of residents) to show how many residents have open CNA assignments, and another items
showing Residents without CNA Assignments.
12. The information from the old Open Consults box has been redistributed in a more logical fashion amongst several different boxes.
13. The new Request box contains items for Screen, Discharge, Evaluation, Visit, Examination, Consult, Follow‐up, and Screen –
OT/PT/ST.
14. The new Administration box shows listings for both Complete and Incomplete Medications, Treatments, and Medcart Status.
Drilling down on these numbers gives you the ability to switch between each shift, or to view all shifts.
15. There are two boxes relating to MDS: The MDS box shows MDS Not Ready, MDS Ready to Submit, MDS Completion, CAA
Completion, Care Plans Completion, Transmissions, and MDS CAAs Triggered. The MDS by Discipline box shows a breakdown of
MDS items by Department, then by section.
16. Consults shows Overdue Consults and Outside Consults.
17. Medications to Sign is a new box added for each physician to see what needs to be signed.
18. There is a new Rehab box which shows all Rehab orders, broken down by Department.

